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enough," said one. "With everyone on the look-out to see if you take something with your coffee, and you can't smoke a cigarette out of doors, during daylight, in Ramadhan." He conveyed to me the impression that Khamir was the absolute limit. " Allah knows Pm no drunkard," he remarked, " but I do like a drop of cognac now and then, when I can get it, for it is good for the stomach and keeps the cold out; Islam does not forbid alcohol as medicine, but to have even an empty bottle in your possession will get you into trouble at Khamir."
At this point I produced my only bottle of brandy, kept for medicinal purposes; the case seemed to indicate it.
Khamir stands high, and is colder than Sanaa or even Menakha, which is very bleak at times. I know an Ottoman official who- was held prisoner there for months, and he suffered intensely from the cold. He told me that there was a weekly market, and that folk were in the habit of buying enough meat then to last them the whole week. I know of no other town in sub-tropical Arabia where that could be done, especially as Moslems will not touch meat that is at all tainted.
The Imam's is an ambiguous position. He must keep in with the fanatical, tribal element on which his power depends, and yet he probably realizes—being a clever man—that mediaeval methods do not suit modern Y amen. Nevertheless, he has to pose as the champion of Islam, if he means to hold his militant followers together. The economic part of the population in central Yamen would never see him through if he got into trouble with his vassal tribes, and so he cannot be expected to go out of his way to consider them.

